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Windshields
suitable for: DAF, Fiat, Ford, Iveco, MAN, Mercedes-Benz, Nissan, Renault, Scania, Volvo 

 

Clear view with the windshields by DT Spare Parts

Windshields have an elevated protective function and in part play a decisive role in the safety of a vehicle.

Not only do they prevent wind, dirt, insects, rain and other external elements from entering the passenger compart-
ment, but they also help to support the structure of the passenger compartment and provide a degree of noise insu-
lation.

In general, the areas of electronics and sensor technology in vehicles are becoming increasingly important, which ul-
timately also affects windshields. With the articles from DT Spare Parts, workshop professionals are optimally prepa-
red for the respective requirements. More than 130 windshields are available in the “Body” product group on the
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Diesel Technic Partner Portal: partnerportal.dieseltechnic.com. In addition, customers can find sealing frames, side
windows, wiper blades, wiper arms, wiper linkages and wiper motors on the platform, suitable for a wide range of
vehicle brands such as DAF, Fiat, Ford, Iveco, MAN, Mercedes-Benz, Nissan, Renault, Scania and Volvo.

   

To ensure that the windshields reach Diesel Technic customers safely and in one piece, great importance is also
attached to robust, shatterproof packaging. The packaging also benefits the environment, as it is mostly made of
cardboard and contains only a few plastic elements.

DT Spare Parts brand windshields meet the highest safety standards. The glass consists of three layers, whereby two
glass layers are connected by a polymer layer. In the event of an accident, this laminated layer ensures that the
broken windshield remains intact and that no large, sharp glass fragments can endanger passengers. The high
quality is due to the Diesel Technic Quality System (DTQS), which tests the quality of the products by means of
performance and lifetime tests on highly specialised test systems and test benches. All DT Spare Parts brand
windshields naturally comply with the applicable ECE guidelines.

With regard to safety and comfort in the vehicle, many windshields from DT Spare Parts score points with an
integrated windscreen heater. The embedded heating wires are particularly practical in low temperatures, as they
melt snow and ice and prevent the windscreen from fogging up, which keeps the windscreen clear and provides a
good view. In order not to damage the contacts of the associated connectors, these should be disconnected
beforehand when removing the windscreen, e.g. in the event of damage.

If the windshields are black at the edge, this indicates a newer model and means that the windshield is glued in. In
the PS Tips video, Parts Specialist Niklas explains why this is an advantage: “Gluing in not only seals particularly
well, but also has a safety-relevant function.” The reason for this is that gluing in the windshield stabilises the entire
passenger cell. Another variant shows a windshield without a black edge, which are usually used with rubber
frames. “This mainly affects older vehicle models,” the Parts Specialist knows.

The markings on the windshields include all the required details and provide information about the release on the
European market, the manufacturer, the type of windshield and the design, among other things.

If you have any technical questions or need help, for example in identifying different model variants, the Diesel
Technic Parts Specialists are available with their HelpDesk: helpdesk.dieseltechnic.com.

  Request article or order in Partner Portal

DT Spare Parts

The brand DT Spare Parts from Germany provides a complete range of vehicle parts and accessories with a 24 month
guarantee – no matter whether for trucks, trailers, buses, transporters or further applications, e.g. cars, agricultural
vehicles, construction vehicles, marine or industrial applications. The guaranteed brand quality is achieved through
the consistent product optimisation and relentless quality assurance within the framework of the Diesel Technic
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https://partnerportal.dieseltechnic.com/en/Product-Groups/Body/Windscreen/
https://youtu.be/A3ooBly3srw
https://helpdesk.dieseltechnic.com/
https://partnerportal.dieseltechnic.com/en/Product-Groups/Body/Windscreen/
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Quality System (DTQS).

More info: www.dtqs.de
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